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workshop: genos o.s.

On  discovering  the  Yamaha  Club  in  July,  Barry Jones,  a  new  member  wrote  to  say,  “aass  aa  faann  of
counntrry  mmussic,  baallaadss aannd  sserrenne  claassssicss  I  aamm paarrticulaarrly  innterressted  inn  rregisstrraationnss  thaat I  caann
mmodify  aass  I  finnd  thaat  therre  sseemmss  to  be  aann  emmphaassiss  onn  drrummmminng  aannd  I  prreferr  ssmmooth  ssedaate
mmussic””.    Maybe  I  can  help...

GETTING STARTED Part 11 - with Glyn Madden

Making simple adjustments to a Style

If, like Barry, you’d like to make some changes to the
volume levels of the backing style parts you may be
surprised to find how easy this is to do.

Adjusting  the  rhythm  volume  in  the  style

1 Press the white STYLE button on the panel.

2 Select a Style.  As Barry likes country music and 
ballads I’ve combined these by choosing a super 
style called Country Ballad 2 (try this at 90 bpm with
a song such as ‘The Green Green Grass of Home’).

3 Press ASSIGNABLE BUTTON A.  In 
Genos’s default mode this provides 
a shortcut to the Mixer pages.

If you’ve altered the assignable 
button settings, press the white 
HOME button, then select Mixer from 
the screen. 

4 Once you’ve opened the Mixer page, select the 
Style1 tab at the top of the screen to display the 
eight main parts of the accompaniment style.

Touch Pan/Volume in the left column to reveal the 
volume sliders for each part.  The heavier drum 
sounds are located in the Rhythm2 style part.

5 Touch the Rhythm2 volume level to highlight that 
part and adjust the volume of the drums to your 
taste. 

6 Adjust any other volume levels to suit and save the 
new mixer setting as part of your registration.
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Change  the  rhythm  voice

An alternative to changing the volume of the drums
might be to change the choice of drum kit used in the
style to a gentler one.  Many of the Country styles
employ quite soft ‘brush’ drum patterns which should
appeal to those who prefer a softer feel to their music.
The Country Ballad 2 style that I’ve chosen as the basis
of this workshop is kind of midway volume-wise.
Variation D has quite a strong bass/snare beat whilst
variations A and B are relatively mild.

1 Select Main Variation D in the STYLE CONTROL 
area of the panel.

2 Call up the Mixer and select the Style1 tab again.

3 Now, at the top of the screen, touch the drum kit 
icon under Rhythm2.   

This reveals the voice currently being used in this 
part of the style - in this case it’s the Rock Drum Kit.

Now you can exchange the current kit for any of the
others displayed across the five pages of Drum Kits 
on offer.  Start the rhythm and give them a try... but 
be ready for some ‘interesting’ results from a few. 

4 I opted for the Vintage Open Kit which is slightly 

softer sounding than the Rock Kit but which has the 
benefit of also being one of the new ‘Revo Drums’ 
voices - so the change from one kit to anther is 
smoother than it otherwise might be.   

5 Pressing EXIT on the panel will take you back to the
Mixer display where, as before, you can adjust the 
volume of the drums to suit your personal taste.

6 Having altered the levels to suit, save the new mixer
setting as part of your registration.  

Live  Controls  -  changing  the  levels  ‘on  the  fly’.

One of the great new features of Genos is the LIVE
CONTROL section which lets you adjust useful and
regularly needed controls to vary aspects of the
keyboard’s sound as you play.

1 Press the SLIDER ASSIGN button repeatedly until 
the Live Control display shows the accompaniment 
style parts.

2 Then, as you play, adjust the rhythm (or other) parts
using the sliders on the panel.

So, if you choose a style and you feel as though 
you’d like to ‘re-mix’ the volumes of the parts, you 
can do so quickly and painlessly using this great 
feature.

The levels you set using the Live Control sliders can
be saved to the Registration Memory in just the 
same way as any other settings throughout the 
instrument. 


